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He was the Jeane Dixon of the early 20th century, psychic advisor to world-famous names in

politics, entertainment, and royalty. In this 1900 work, a smaller companion to his now-classic

Language of the Hand, Cheiro introduces us to the paranormal realm he most often utilized: palm

reading, also known as cheiromancy (from which he borrowed his stage name). From what the size

and shape of the thumb says about a person's character-as much as those of the nose do!-to

interpreting the lines of the palm, here is everything you need to know, based on Cheiro's "practical

professional experience," about talking to the hand... and listening to what it has to say. Irish

occultist Cheiro-aka WILLIAM JOHN WARNER (1866-1936)-wrote a number of books, including

Palmistry for All and Cheiro's Guide to the Hand. Among his famous followers were Mark Twain and

Oscar Wilde.
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This book is a reproduction of the original work in the 1800's. The original work's pictures perhaps

were better.However, in this reproduction, the plates to which the author refers constantly, are very

poor, reproduced in a very tiny size, you hardly can see the lines or features to whcih the author

refers the reader to see. Since this is crucial to understand the menaining of the lines of the hand, I

feel this is very unfortunate in this book. The only good drawing, were you clearly can see the

author's writings is the one in the front cover. I had to look at it constantly in order to understand

what the author was talking about, the inside pictures were of little help.



The pictures in this book were hard to see and the illustrations were difficult to read. Wish I would

have gotten a different palmistry book.

A really informative classic on the topic. Charts are useless but the information in this book is in

depth and easy to understand

Cheiro's Guide To The HandA very good informative book.The asian roots of astrology studied by

Cheiro and then organizing it to the best is wat I liked about the book and would say it is a must

read as the one line that has stuck onto my consciousness from his book is "the hand is the index of

the mind"...which from experience I relize now is so true !!PeaceSantosh

This is a classic and a must read for any aspiring Palm Reader.
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